


Dark ages spawn the Renaissance. 
Knowledge illuminates the handwriting on the walls. 
Impartial hands, weeks of deliberation precede admission 
Time sprinkles discontinuously along the mall. 
A new uncertainty dominates . . .waits. 

Inspiration rumbles in the artesian deep. 
Brash confederates confront bristling potentates. 
Words of wisdom cascade down deserted canals, 
But centuries of unused tradition vibrate little. 
The University subordinates . . . waits. 

Impervious ivy permeates symbolic structures. 
Segmented snakes wind form dining hall doors 
Triangular yellow signs caution impatience. 
A sandless beach beckons to blankets. 
The Delaware student anticipates . . .waits. 
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Genesis of initiation. 
Computers grind at registration backlog. 
Ceremonial rites switch classes to "University Standard Time 
Windows creak open on the world. 
Hang on, stay loose, ride the wild surf of adjustment. 

Rose-colored mentalities give illusion of progress. 
Minds remember—forget—names, faces, figures. 
Bodies tap new sources of sensation, stimulation, titiMotion 
Saturdays—whole weekends—absorb new meaning. 
Tune in, freak out, join Lucy in the sky with diamonds. 

Traffic halts at attention before ROTC cadets on Main Street. 
Damocles sword hovers around hourlies, finals. 
Speed of time on weekends enhances proximity of vacations 
Creek, Deer Park add rustic touches to digestive walls. 
Rev up, pipe down, await the NOW generation. 



Chronicles of frustration. 
Life after birth moves from sand box to coal mine. 
Contemplation, reflection laboriously weed out philosophies of life 
Time drifts aimlessly past fruitless endeavors. 
Imagination conjures fantasies to eliminate reality. 

"Radio Free Newark" plagues dissemination of information. 
No one balmy spring afternoon produces glorious summer tan. 
Beach blanket bingo illustrates mathematical game theory. 
Binoculars cloud as heavenly vision appears at window. 
Love affairs proceed with lackluster enthusiasm. 

Completion of activity signals commencement of creativity 
Assigned reading never appears in mental interrogations. 
Higher education means a class on the fourth floor of Wolf. 
Lectures drag intolerably while daydreaming dominates. 
Professors fail to stimulate bodies, challenge minds. 
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Revelation of saturation. 
Knowledge blossoms, intellect soars, culture abounds. 
Tune in, pair up, take off, make out. 
Establishment dictates social etiquette. 
Thoughts of "Why am I here?" become thoughts of "What an investment! 

Sufficient credits permits transfer of communal allegiance. 
Cornerpost citizen becomes stick in mud. 
Educated mind justifies expenditure of time and money. 
Almighty dollar translates definition of life, happiness, success 
Indoctrinated minds strike discord with objective word. 

"Twenty-one" opens doors in many directions. 
Compatibility requires more than computer matching. 
Difficult theoretical problems become practical. 
Slow, methodical processional signals commencement 
One step beyond requires many glances behind. 







Anxiety builds in proposing, accepting, unifying. 
Unrest spreads through individuals, colleges, nations. 
Violence erupts in convention halls, city streets, rice paddies. 
Rehabilitation sputters under presidents of countries, colleges, 

corporations. 
Question marks ensue from mental integration of facts, interpretations 

predictions. 

Wait for wisdom, beauty, fame, fortune. 
Wait for inspiration, encouragement, direction, certitude 
Wait for sensitivity, insight, perception, understanding. 
Wait for responsibility, privilege, freedom, liberty. 
Wait for joy, love, peace, security. 

Darkness before dawn heralds the enlightenment. 
Incorporated ideas await actualization through omnipotence 
Sophism elevates hylomorphic men to pedestals. 
Minds capture answers flashing likeJightning bugs. 
Life cycles existentially to the end of the Age. 
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